Abstract. We present a method of generating infinite words from selective substitution grammars introduced by Rozenberg (1977) . Comparison is made with some of the well-known limiting processes and limit language families and certain closure properties are examined. A technique is given for obtaining infinite non-repetitive words. Several decidability results are established.
Introduction
Rozenberg has introduced selective substitution grammars as a unified framework for describing several rewriting systems [11] . The study is continued in [8] and elsewhere by considering special kinds of selector sets. The concept of selective substitution grammars is extended to array grammars, to serve as a model covering several array grammars introduced in the literature [13] .
Recently, there has been an increasing interest in the study of to-words and to-languages. Earlier studies include to-regular and to-context-free languages [3, 5, 9] . Nivat has studied infinite words obtained as the result of successful infinite computations based on context-free grammars [10] . Interesting studies are made of to-languages obtained by iterating morphisms and several decidability results have been established [4, 6] . Most (if not all) of the known non-repetitive to-words are obtained by iterating morphisms or codings of that [12] .
In this paper, we examine the generation of infinite words based on selective substitution grammars. By its very nature, selective substitution is a very general system which includes as special cases many of the well-known interesting rewriting systems. In the passage to the limit also, the system is very general and includes as special cases infinite languages obtained from several rewriting systems. Furthermore, we have framed the definition of the limiting process in such a way that it includes as special cases, the methods found in [3, 4, 10] . Infinite words and infinite languages are obtained as limits of the languages generated by the given system [4] . On the other hand, Nivat's limiting process is based on successful infinite computation and basically depends on the derivation and hence on the grammar [10] . We obtain infinite words and infinite languages by taking the limits of the left factors 0304 of sentential forms generated by the controlled derivation in a selective substitution grammar. Thus, we obtain as special cases, the limit languages studied in [4] , the limiting process of Nivat [10] and the to-languages defined in [3] . In the general case, we are able to consider language families of higher generative capacity. In the case of context-free grammars also, by this limiting process we obtain infinite languages which properly contain the infinite languages obtained by Nivat's process.
The paper is organized as follows: the preliminary section introduces the notations and concepts needed for the paper. Section 2 gives the generation of infinite words from a selective substitution grammar and some examples which show the higher generative capacity of this process. In Section 3, we compare this method with earlier methods [3, 4, 10] and also show how non-repetitive infinite words may be obtained through this process. Comparison is made between this language family and other infinite language families such as adherences and limits in Section 4. Section 5 contains closure properties of the family of infinite languages generated by selective substitution grammars. Certain decidability results are in Section 6.
Preliminaries
Given a finite alphabet V and •+ = {1, 2, 3,... }, a word over V is a partial function f: •+ ~ V whose domain is [n] = {1, 2,.,., n}. For any m ~< n, we shall write
An infinite word over V is a total function u:N÷~ V We shall denote by u[n] the left factor of u of length n or a prefix of u. V "° is the set of all infinite words over V and we write V °° = V*u V'. h denotes the empty word. The length of a finite word f is denoted by 14. The operator "left factor' is defined by FG(f)={geV*lg=f[n],n<.lfl} forfeV*,
A limit of a language L c V* is an to-word that has arbitrarily long prefixes in L. The limit language of L is the set of all limits of L. A language L is said to be convergent if the limit language of L is nonempty. Let ~ be a family of languages. The limit family of ~ is the set of all limit languages of ~, in notation ~tim-A basic notion in the theory of infinite languages is that of adherences. The adherence of L, in symbols Adh(L) consists of all oJ-words a such that for every prefix z of a, there is a word x such that zx is in L, where L= V ~, i.e. Nivat [ 10] has defined the generation of infinite words from a context-free grammar in the following manner:
is an infinite derivation in (3, then the sequence FGT(fl)<~ FGr(f2) <~" • • is an increasing sequence of words in ~*. We say that this derivation is successful iff the sequence FGr(f,) has a least upper bound in ,~'. Then we write fl ~ u and the set of all infinite words generated by this G from S is denoted by
L~(G).
In [10] it is proved that if a context-free grammar G is in Greibach normal form and reduced then Adh L(G)= L~(G). Also a substitution theorem is proved which enables one to obtain a representation for the limit language obtained by Nivat [5] . A hierarchy is established among the corresponding adherence families of the Chomsky hierarchy [7] .
Infinite languages from selective substitution grammar
We first recall the definition of a selective substitution grammar and the language generated by it [ 11 ] . In this grammar, the production rules and the derivation steps, which are crucial in any rewriting system, are abstracted. The resulting definition is general enough to include many of the well-known rewriting systems known in the literature. 
8(a)=a foralla~V.
Let K be a language over Vu .4. Let 8K be a mapping from V* into 2 v*. Then K is a selector language for 8K if the following condition is satisfied: 8,,(x)=x.
8K (x) = [._J 8(y)
where the union is taken over all the y in K such that iden(y) = x and 8 is an A-based substitution. A selective substitution block ~o is given by the fourtuple (V,A, 8K, K) where V is a finite A-active alphabet and K a selector language for 8K.
A selective substitution grammar is a septuple G = ( V, E, U, C, B, T, qt) where E is a nonempty, finite set of labels, U = {q~e l e ~ E and q~e is a selective substitution block}, C c E* called the control set, B ~ V* called the axiom set, T is a finite set of terminals, ~ is a (partial) mapping of V* into T* called the filter.
A derivation in a selective substitution grammar is defined as follows: Let v = ClC2 . . . c n ~. C; then q~(x) = ~0c.q~c._, ... q~c,(x) where ~0~,(x) = ~Sr (x), where 6r is the corresponding mapping in the selective substitution block q~c,.
We say x ~ y if y ~ ~o~(x). The language generated by the selective substitution
where the union is taken over all x in V* for which there exists an S in B such that S ~ x. We shall now introduce the method of obtaining infinite words using a selective substitution grammar. The definition is framed in such a way that infinite words may be obtained as the result of successful infinite derivation [10] or as the limit of the language generated by the grammar [4] .
if ~ is a total mapping,
FGT(X) = qt(x[n]) if ~ is a partial mapping and n is the largest integer such that qt is defined on x[n],
h if no such n exists.
We say x~y if there exists a sequence {vi} of elements of C such that ys lim{FGr q~,(x)}.
The infinite language generated by G is denoted by L'°(G) and it is equal to lim{FGrq~c(S) [ c ~ C and S ~ B}.
We say x ~ y iff there exists an increasing sequence { vi} of elements of C such that y ~ lim (FGrq~,(x) ). We denote
LI'°(G)={Y~ T'°lS~ y where

Thus we have, for any selective substitution grammar G, that LI'°(G)c L'°(G).
We shall illustrate the definition with examples which will reflect the general nature of the limiting process. The first three examples are chosen to illustrate the fact that for a given context-free grammar, the limit language obtained by Nivat's process is properly contained in the limit language obtained here--this will also show that there are context-free grammars (in fact every left-linear grammar) for which Nivat's limit is empty but the infinite language obtained by the limiting process introduced in this paper is not empty.
The fourth example is chosen to illustrate the effectiveness of the role played by the selector. We provide with one more example (Example 2.6) which is an infinite non-repetitiv e word. This example illustrates the advantage of the use of a control language and we conjecture that this word cannot be obtained as the limit of iterating morphisms.
Example 2.2. Consider the context-free grammar
where LO'(G) is the infinite language derived from Definition 2.1.
, the infinite language generated by Nivat's process is empty. Since C is suffix preserving, the language generated is prefix preserving and LO'(G) contains a unique word which is non-repetitive.
Comparison with other limiting processes
In this section, we compare our definition with other definitions of limiting processes. We also show that infinite non-repetitive words may be obtained by this limiting process. We also prove a substitution theorem similar to the one proved in [10] .
By the definition we have given for generating infinite words, a context-free grammar may generate more to-words than Nivat's process. This is illustrated by by Examples 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4. 
Theorem 3.5. If G is an w-CFG, then there is a selective substitution grammar G1 such that L~=H(G) = LI'°( G1).
Proof. Let 
Theorem 3.6. If ~ is a total mapping such that gt(~,(S))~ L for all ci in C where S ~ B, then L°" ( G ) =lim L( G ).
Proof. Let a 6 L '° (G). Then a =lim FGr(~oc,(S)) = lim q'(~oc,(S)).
Since, by the hypothesis, ~(q~,(S)) is an element of L(G), a ~ lim(L(G)). Similarly the other inclusion can be proved. [] In particular, we note that when G is a T0L language, then L'°(G)= lim L(G).
But when the mapping is not total there are languages for which
as can be seen by the following example.
Example 3.7. Consider the following EOL: G = ({a, b, X}, {a, b}, {a}, {a --> aX, a --> ab, b --> b, X --> aX}).
Then
L(G)={ab"Jn>O}, L'°(G)={a~',ab°'}, and limL(G)={ab°'}.
In this case lim L(G) ~ L °' (G).
Theorem 3.8. Let G = ( V, E, U, C, B, T, qt ) be a selective substitution grammar with the following conditions:
(1) gt is an identity. 
(2) Each substitution block is of the form (V~, Ve, 8~, ~V*). (3) ~$e'S are non-repetitive morphisms. (4) B contains only non-repetitive words. Then L°°( G) = L( G) u L°'( G) contains only non-repetitive words.
Proof. Let a ~ L(G).
Substitution in selective substitution grammars
Consider the selective substitution grammars Let A = UAe = {al, a2,..., an} and Bi = ai. Let Li = L(Gi) be the language generated by the selective substitution grammar Gi and L~ be the to-language generated by G~. Let {Q~}~%1 be a set of languages over V*. Let I = (al, a2,..., a~) and Q--(Q1, .... , Q,) be two vectors. We define a substitution operator on V ~ satisfying the following conditions. 
Gi=(V,E, U, C, Bi, T, gt) (i=l,2,...,n),
Theorem 3.9. LT'(G~) = LT(Gi)[L(G)/I].
Proof. Let a ~ LT(Gi), which implies I ! a = lim FGr ~c,(ai).
Let c~i = FGr(~o',(a~)). Then by applying the substitution operator we have
a,[L(G)/I]~ LO'(G,),
and hence
L~'(O)[L(G)/I]c LO'(G,).
Similarly the other inclusion can be proved. []
Hierarchy between the language classes
In this section, we establish relations between several infinitary language families obtained from selective substitution grammars.
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Let G be a selective substitution grammar. Let SSAdh be the collection of all adherences of selective substitution languages, SSHm the collection of all limit languages of selective substitution languages and SS~L the collection of all infinite languages generated by selective substitution grammars. (2) For T0L grammars: 
Closure properties of SSIL
We prove that the family of all infinite languages generated by selected substitution grammars is closed under union and A-free homomorphism. We also prove that the family of to-Kleene closure of selective substitution languages is properly contained in SS(L. This shows that SSIL is not MN-representable. From the construction we have that 
LI'(G)=AB%
Decidability results
The last section deals with decidability results. We prove that most of the problems are undecidable in the general case.
Theorem 6.1. The limit language equivalence problemfor SS-grammars is undecidable.
Proof. We show that an algorithm for the limit language equivalence problem yields an algorithm for deciding whether or not two given linear grammars generate the same set of ~entential forms. Proof is similar to the one given in [4] .
To each Hnear grammar G, we associate a selective substitution grammar G1. 
